
INTERACTION BETWEEN CLAUSE LINKING AND GLOBAL TEXT ORGANIZATION:

The case of the Arabic conjunction wa- 

In order to understand the formal aspects of clause linking, such as ‘interlacing’ and ‘explicitness of 
linking’ (Lehmann 1988), we need to understand the semantic and pragmatic aspects of clause linking. 
And we cannot adequately understand the latter without looking at them from the perspective of 
discourse. I will try to substantiate this claim through an analysis of the contexts in which the Arabic 
conjunction wa- can be used in Modern Written Arabic. I will do this by drawing on the following 
theoretical concepts:

1. Clause linking is based on relations between different types of entities – states of affairs, propositions, 
and speech acts. 

2. The relations between these entities are part of the ‘global’ text organization (Van Dijk and Kintsch 
1983), which is an amalgam of three hierarchies: thematic hierarchy, speech act hierarchy, and 
grounding hierarchy, each one comprising entities of one of the above types. 

3. The entities are related on the horizontal and the vertical axis of the hierarchies, which has as a result 
not only pairs, but also groups of entities, related to each other.

4. In the process of linear text production the vertical dimension of the hierarchic organization has to be 
expressed together with its horizontal dimension, which means that a boundary between two clauses 
may be not only a boundary between two single entities, but also a boundary between two groups of 
entities. 

5. The relations between single entities and groups of entities have a functional (extensional or 
intensional) and a structural dimension. 

6. The type of functional relation can be signaled through one of the elements of the category of 
connectives. The meaning of connectives is best analyzed as a complex of features. Such an approach 
allows for a precise description of the meaning relations between connectives. 

7. The signaling of the functional relations between text segments is not obligatory. The decision of 
whether to use a connective or not, or the choice of connective in case there is a positive decision, 
depends on factors such as the degree of integration of the related segments and their scope. 

I hope that an analysis grounded in this theoretical framework will let me answer the following questions: 
(a) why is the conjunction wa- used so often in Arabic written texts, classical and modern; (b) why is a 
par excellence coordinative connective such as wa- used to signal a relation between a circumstantial 
clause, which is a subordinate clause, and its head clause; (c) why do speakers of Arabic choose in some 
cases to use wa-  when linking a circumstantial qualifier of the type jumla HAliyya to a head clause, and n 



other cases not to use it? and (d) why do they choose to use wa- instead of a more specific connective in 
cases where a more specific relation than simultaneousness can be inferred from the related clauses.  
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